Documents that legitimate the overthrow of an old regime and the establishment of a new one may look similar simply because of similar political needs. Thomas Jeffferson's Declaration of Independence justifĳies rejection of the king and of monarchy itself. It shares a rhetorical structure with a Han-era reconstruction/forgery of a speech by King Wu, who overthrew the Shang dynasty and established the Zhou state in the name of a new, nonancestral deity, Heaven. Scholars have traced many influences on Jeffferson's thinking and on the content of the Declaration, but none accounts for its structure. A full translation of the Shang Shu or Book of History/Documents was published in French several years before the Declaration was written. We know that Jeffferson himself had already read about China before 1776, for we have a letter in which he recommends Chinese translations to a relative. It is possible -although it cannot be defĳinitively shown -that he had read King Wu's Pronouncement and had it in mind when writing the Declaration. Whether or not the connection exists, the comparison of the two texts can be pedagogically useful in history classes.
In 1776, Britain dominated its American colonies not only with military might, but also with a long-recognized claim to sovereignty and the cultural force of an older, wealthier mother nation. To establish their independence, the colonies used a theory and rhetoric that transcended these legitimations of domination. Similarly, in 1045 BCE, Shang (1554-1045 BC) dominated North China not only through its bronze-age aristocratic army, but also through culture and religion, basing its claim to rule on the grace of its very powerful ancestors. The vassal Zhou people adopted Shang bronze ritual vessels and communication with ancestors through "oracle bones," but after a couple of generations, Zhou leaders forged a military alliance with other groups to overthrow Shang, developing a new theory and rhetoric that transcended Shang claims.
1 That "Mandate of Heaven" ideology developed further over the long, intellectually fruitful course of the Zhou period (1045-256 BC) and was adopted by the Han dynasty (206 BC-AD 220). Han rulers and offfĳicials welcomed the "discovery" of new ancient texts to supplement the genuinely old speeches/inscriptions that had survived the Qin (221-206 BC) prohibitions. The resulting recreations or forgeries were accepted as genuine until the twentieth century. They naturally reflect not only the Shang-Zhou transition, but also Han ideological values of meritocratic selection of offfĳicials and government concern with the livelihood of (tax-paying) commoners. "Ancient" texts written in fĳive diffferent periods thus appear side by side in the Classic of Documents or Book of History ( Shang Shu or Shu Jing ), one of the Five Classics studied and memorized as the heart of classical education and political rhetoric into the twentieth century. ), 130 and notes. The classic Documents contains both texts dating from very close to the Zhou conquest and texts purporting to be more ancient, but that were written at several later periods, up to about 300 AD. The "Taishi" text has a convoluted history, but for the purposes of this article what matters is this received version, combining traces of antiquity with Han predilections. The "Great Declaration, One," in full text and as translated by James Legge, appears at < http://ctext.org/shang-shu/great-declaration-i >, and in James Legge, There is at the very least a heuristic value in comparing these two "declarations."
A Comparison of Rhetoric Legitimating Regime Change
The Declaration of Independence used an existing form of political document in English tradition to make the case for independence, perhaps chiefly to the American public, but also to the British government and to potential allies or enemies such as France, Spain, and the Iroquois Confederacy. 4 Jeffferson fĳirst argues that breaking long-standing political relations requires public explanation, and he refers to a higher order of law than that which had constituted the old relations:
When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for a people to dissolve the political bonds which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the equal and independent station to which the laws of nature and of nature's god entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the change.
King Wu also explicitly addressed his public in 1047 B.C. -a group of 800 local lords and his own Zhou headmen: 5 In the spring of the thirteenth year, there was a great assembly at Mengjin. The king said, You who are the hereditary rulers of my friendly States, and all you offfĳicers who manage my afffairs, listen attentively to the orders which I give you. Jeffferson, if he read King Wu's Pronouncement, read it in French, so my English translation reflects the French version, rather than from the Chinese. The standard translation into English, made by James Legge in the nineteenth century, was the basis of my reading and is more accurate than the earlier French translation. Where the French wanders too far from the Chinese, I call the reader's attention to it. Gaubil: "Au printempes de la treizième année, il y eut une grande assemblée à Meng-tsin. Le roi dit: Vous qui êtes les respectables King Wu spoke to the leaders of small polities whose aid he wanted, and to the personnel of his own house and state, referring to the latter as shu shi , "the various gentlemen," a binome combining two terms that later came to mean "commoners" and "gentry." Since the Zhou aims at conquest, not independence (although the Shang were granted a fĳief within the Zhou system), he does not refer to any "separate and equal station," but he does quickly turn to "nature's god," often just "Heaven" ( Tian ), here Heaven and Earth. He says:
Heaven and Earth are the father and mother of all beings. Man, among all the beings, is the only one endowed with intelligence; but a king … being superior by his justice and his discernment, becomes the father and mother of the people.
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Heaven and Earth were understood variously as both complementary impersonal natural forces -not unlike a Watchmaker who conscientiously undertakes repairs and maintenance -and as gods who acted with intention to reward virtue and punish wrongdoing. Of the two, Heaven ranked higher. And Heaven fĳirst appears in the written record right around the time of the Zhou conquest, at the center of a new ideological justifĳication for rule that appears in the genuinely old parts of the Classic of Documents as well as in the later forgeries. 8 Shang rule had been legitimated by the blood connection of the king to powerful royal ancestors who controlled the forces of nature, and by his bloody pursuits: war, the hunt, and plentiful animal and human sacrifĳice. 9 The Zhou, while continuing those pursuits, also created a broader justifĳication for rule: the command or Mandate ( ming ) of Heaven, a deity who was not an ancestor, and who cared about the good of "the people" ( min ). Who were "the people"? In early Zhou, the armed aristocracy and the Zhou clansmen -but just as Jeffferson's "all men are created equal" initially excluded non-whites, women, and others, yet seigneurs des royaumes voisins, vous qui êtes préposés au gouvernement des afffaires at au commmandement des troupes, écoutez attentivement les ordres que j'ai à vous donner." Citations for the translations are in note 3 above. came to inspire civil liberation movements of many kinds, so the defĳinition of "the people" slowly expanded over the course of Chinese history, until the livelihood and moral character of the laboring classes became a matter of real concern and substantive policy, to some degree by Han times, and certainly a millennium and a half later under the Qing.
10
Jeffferson then explicates the new theory of the foundation of rightful government -not his own, of course, for as he wrote later he thought it "no part of my charge to invent new ideas altogether," but perhaps a theory ne'er so well expressed: 11 We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. That whenever any form of government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it. …
Again a diffference appears. The colonists whose views Jeffferson distills had come, reluctantly, perhaps out of mere necessity, to reject not merely the rule of George III but monarchy in general.
12 Jeffferson is justifying a new, democratic, form of government. King Wu is advocating merely a change of royal house, not the abolition of monarchy or the consent of the governed to their monarch. The diffference is immense. Nevertheless, the Zhou claim was revolutionary: that since Heaven has endowed all men with spiritual intelligence, the monarch should be the most intelligent of men and responsible to Heaven, rather than the heir to the Shang royal bloodline responsible to his ancestors. Indeed to back up their innovative claims, Zhou destroyed most of the written heritage of Shang and invented a good deal of earlier history. Maier, American Scripture , 58, 90fff. Before entering upon the catalogue of colonial grievances, Jeffferson points to colonial patience. The English Bill of Rights, on which this list was modeled, and Jeffferson's own preamble to the Virginia Constitution, from which much of it was taken verbatim, share a format that difffers from the Declaration, as scholars have pointed out.
14 Where the two earlier documents have "By putting his negative on laws the most wholesome and necessary for the publick good," for instance, the Declaration substitutes a more direct charge against George III: "He has refused his assent to laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good." The English Bill of Rights had blamed, alongside James II, "divers evil counselors, judges and ministers employed by him." By the spring and summer of 1776, much American rhetoric had shifted to blaming solely the King. 15 That shift made possible the more dramatic language of the Declaration and its long list of charges against the King beginning with "He has." 16 The list includes some that sound faintly like charges in King Wu's Pronouncement, as we will see below:
… He has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly fĳirmness his invasions on the rights of the people. … He has erected a multitude of new offfĳices and sent hither swarms of offfĳicers to harass our people, and eat out their substance. … He has afffected to render the military independent of and superior to civil power. … He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burned our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people. … He is at this time transporting large armies of foreign mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of cruelty and perfĳidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the head of a civilized nation. … He has excited domestic insurrection amongst us and has endeavored to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers the merciless Indian savages, whose known rule of warfare is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes, and conditions. … Maier, American Scripture , for example, 38, 71, 83-84. 16 The list was adopted with minimal edits (except for the removal of condemnation of the slave trade and worries about slave insurrection) and has been analyzed into three groups by Pauline Maier. Maier, American Scripture , 105-23. John Adams wrote in 1822 that he had objected to this focus on the King, "for I never believed George a tyrant in disposition and in nature; I always believed him to be deceived by his courtiers on Both sides of the Atlantic, and in his offfĳicial capacity only, cruel." 17 But public opinion at the time did blame the King, who held (in Thomas Paine's words) "the pretended title FATHER OF HIS PEOPLE," and whom the colonists had petitioned "as children to a father," according to one town declaration.
18 None of the earlier local declarations Pauline Maier provides takes quite this form, 19 but Jeffferson, wishing the document to be read aloud, 20 saw the dramatic potential of such a litany of direct accusations.
So did the Han dramatizers of King Wu's speech. Picking up where we left offf, he continues:
But now, Di Xin, 21 the king of the Shang dynasty, has no respect for the Highest Heaven, crushing the poor people with calamities. Abandoned to drunkenness and reckless in lust, he has dared to exercise cruel oppression. He has extended the punishment of offfenders to all their relatives. He has put men into offfĳice on the hereditary principle.
22
He has made it his pursuit to have palaces, towers, pavilions, embankments, ponds, and all other extravagances, to the most painful injury of you, the myriads of the people. He has burned and roasted the loyal and good. He has ripped up pregnant women.
17
John Adams, letter to Timothy Pickering, 6 Aug. 1822, quoted in Gawalt, "Drafting the Declaration," 13. Maier, American Scripture , xvi, 131. While the Declaration was a written document meant to be read aloud, King Wu's Pronouncement was originally a speech, which was later written down.
21
Legge and Gaubil use diffferent romanizations, and we use yet a diffferent one now. I have altered proper names to pinyin. But this last Shang king was very confusingly named "Zhou," so his name has been romanized as Chow and Shou to distinguish him. The Cambridge History of Ancient China calls him Di Xin (r. 1086-1045 BC) and I follow suit. The French translation also uses the present tense -there are no real tenses in Chinese, so the choice is up to the translator -rather than the present perfect as in Jeffferson's Declaration.
24
Gaubil: "L'auguste ciel irrité a mis entre les mains de mon illustre père n'a pu achever d'exécuter les ordres du ciel." Legge: "Great Heaven was moved with indignation, and charged my deceased father Wen to display its terrors; but [he died] before the work was completed." Shang. 25 The King Di Xin does not think about reforming his conduct. Peacefully in his State, he does not render any more his duty either to his sovereign Lord (Shangdi) [a transitional term probably equivalent to Heaven] nor to the spirits; he no longer carries out the rituals in the hall of his ancestors, he lets thieves take the animals and other things intended for sacrifĳices. Therefore I say, since it is I who has charge of the people and who has received the Mandate of the ruler, should I not fĳix this disorder? 26 This is one place where the French is far offf from the Chinese and does not adequately convey the arrogance of Di Xin. James Legge has:
But Di Xin has no repentant heart. He sits squatting on his heels, not serving God nor the spirits of heaven and earth, neglecting also the temple of his ancestors, and not sacrifĳicing in it. The victims and the vessels of millet all become the prey of wicked robbers, and still he says, "The people are mine; the (heavenly) appointment is mine," never trying to correct his contemptuous mind.
The overall message, however, is the same: Di Xin by his bad character and governance has sacrifĳiced the Mandate, and the Zhou has received it. King Wu continues:
Heaven, to aid and assist the people, gave them princes, and gave them teachers or clever chiefs. These are the ministers of the sovereign Lord (Shangdi) to rule the empire pleasantly and with sweetness; to punish the guilty and reward the good. How dare I act in a manner contrary to its intentions? 27 The penultimate paragraph of the Declaration continues that having been cast offf by their British brethren the colonies must "acquiesce in the 25 " guan zheng yu Shang " Legge translates this as "contemplated the government of Shang." But this does nothing to set up Shou's repentence or lack thereof, so the next sentence becomes a non-sequitur. The Hanyu da cidian 10/359 gives for guan zheng " cha zhi zheng qing, " where zhi can mean "to tell, or to make to know" ( Hanyu da cidian 7/1525) or "to investigate and make known the conditions of government." Gaubil: "Le ciel a de la prédilection pour les peuples: ce que le peuple désire, il s'empresse de le lui accorder." above, while King Wu probably thought only of the good of his immediate clansmen and other aristocratic allies, the terms expanded into a commonly accepted understanding that the ruler should secure the livelihood of the people. Like all legitimating ideas -including the idea that "all men" have equal rights to "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness" -this one received more lip service than it produced real results, but nevertheless played an important role in politics over the centuries.
Both documents end with a fĳinal appeal for united action, the one led by a new monarch, the other by a group:
All of you, aid me to assure for ever the peace of all regions within the four seas; when the moment presents itself, it should not be lost.
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… And for the support of this Declaration, with a fĳirm reliance on the protection of divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor.
More than fĳifteen centuries divide these two political declarations, yet they share, section by section, an intriguingly similar rhetorical structure. Gaubil: "Vous tous, aidez-moi à afffermir pour toujours la tranquillité des contrées situées entre les quatre mers; quand l'occasion s'en présente, il ne faut pas la perde." The key question here is how Jeffferson borrowed. Some historians quote with apparent doubt his claim that "I turned to neither book nor pamphlet while writing it." Gerard Gewalt, for instance, writes that in fact "No one knows what documents, books, or pamphlets Jeffferson had in his room when he sat down to write." But Pauline Maier praises Jeffferson's "good memory," his "formidable… internal lexicon," and "rare gift of adaptation." Asking whether he might have consulted the holdings of nearby libraries in late June 1776, she concludes he "had little time, and perhaps little need, for such 'rummaging.'" 36 China historians and medieval historians, familiar with the great capacity of the human memory, will see no reason to doubt that Jeffferson could easily recall the wording of texts he had read or written and deploy them quickly under the pressure of a deadline.
Connections, Echoes, and Common Sense
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Scholars have traced, then, the constituent ideas and phrases of the Declaration, stored in Jeffferson's mind. Yet none has explained the overall structure of the text. Wilbur Samuel Howell indeed argues that Jeffferson's draft followed precisely William Duncan's Elements of Logick (1748), and he does show that the document proceeds logically from a major premise, to a minor premise, to a conclusion, with informational comments along the way. 38 But that same general structure appears in the far older Pronouncement. Maier shows that English declarations of rights had had three separate functions, which Americans divided among three separate types of document (declarations of independence, bills of rights, constitutions). 39 The English forerunners, then, did not provide the drafting committee with a complete structural blueprint. Did Jeffferson design the text? Maier's overall claim is that "In the end, considering its complex ancestry and the number of people who actively intervened in defĳining its text, the Declaration of Independence was the work not of one man, but of many." 40 But no solitary fact in Maier's comprehensive analysis of the editing process suggests changes to the overall structure of Jeffferson's draft Declaration.
And what Maier takes away from Jeffferson's authorship with one hand, she gives back with the other. She praises Jeffferson's musical use of the "style periodique." 41 It was Jeffferson's preamble to the Virginia constitution (written on his own initiative), that by using "the word 'forfeited' [the kingly offfĳice] suggested that the relationship of rulers and subjects was contractual"; it was Jeffferson's draft preamble that newly excluded not only George III but also his heirs from rightful sovereignty over Virginia.
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Referring to the awkwardness of reading aloud a document that begins with "Whereas" (as previous constitutional declarations had done), she refers to " Jeffferson's solution" to this structural problem. 43 It was Jeffferson who "refused to be constrained by the conventions of British politics, including that which insisted 'the king can do no wrong,'" so that his Summary View "became the fĳirst sustained piece of American political writing that subjected the King's conduct to direct and pointed criticism." 44 Thus it is perhaps through Jeffferson's contribution that the Declaration distinguished itself from all American and English forerunners by its long list of direct charges against George III, proving him a tyrant, and the paragraphs that led up to those charges. 45 Only one datum calls into question Jeffferson's direct responsibility for the structure of the document. In June 1776, Congress appointed a committee of fĳive men (John Adams, Jeffferson, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and Robert R. Livingston) to produce a declaration of independence, as one of the many documents needed at the time. First, it is not at all clear how detailed the outline was. It has disappeared long since, and Maier only says it was "in general terms," and included, somewhere, a set of charges against the King.
47 That element, as I showed that Maier has argued, was Jeffferson's in any case. Second, Maier shows very convincingly that Franklin was absent, incapacitated by gout; and that the rest of the committee, Jeffferson included, had many, many more pressing matters on hand. 48 Sherman or Livingston, their hands full, are unlikely to have provided Jeffferson a detailed outline of a document whose main purpose Congress's charge had already made clear. As for Adams, Maier reports that at the time he found his other tasks much more signifĳicant than the Declaration. 49 Third, Julian P. Boyd, editor of Jeffferson's selected papers, doubts that Jeffferson's notes on the proceedings of the Congress that summer were taken "on the spot" as he claimed, so he may have taken no notes of committee instructions either. 50 Finally, John Adams cannot be relied on about the drafting process. Quite apart from his denigration of Jeffferson's work in the letter to Pickering in 1822, and his unlikely claim then that he had not thought the King a tyrant, 51 in 1822 he also claimed that he and Jeffferson were made a subcommittee to draft the Declaration. But his diary of 1779 records that Jeffferson alone was the subcommittee -as Maier points out. 52 Adams's assertion that the committee outlined the Declaration is open to some doubt. In sum: Jeffferson borrowed many phrases and ideas; he did not have all the texts in front of him to do so, but relied on memory; and he probably designed the structure of the Declaration. 46 Ibid., 99.
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In this light, might the similarity of Jeffferson's Declaration and King Wu's pronouncement offfer more than an "interesting juxtaposition"? 53 Might there be an actual connection? Is it possible that Thomas Jeffferson, before June 1776, had read the First Great Pronouncement of King Wu?
To start, we know that many of the philosophes or Enlightenment thinkers who inspired the Founding Fathers read and drew on the writings of the Jesuits about China, and on their translations; Voltaire and the physiocrat, du Quesnay, were both born into a Europe in which Chinese classical writings had been available in Latin for some years. Du Quesnay was called in his lifetime "the French Confucius." 54 We know that, not only in what they learned from the philosophes , but on their own account, the Founding Fathers read widely about things Chinese -which, indeed, played central roles in their identity 55 -and ideas Chinese. 56 We know that Jeffferson, when 53
